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How May the Gold Standard Ameliorate
Depressions?

This is the second of a series of articles that will dis-
cuss various aspects of the Senate hearings on the Gold
Redemption Act of 1954. The material herein was pre-
sented as part of the testimony of E. C. Harwood, the
Institute Director.

The factual evidence available strongly suggests that
the cyclical depressions experienced in the United States
during the past 100 years have been ameliorated when-
ever the Nation has chosen to remain firmly on the gold
standard. Temporary suspensions of specie payments
have occurred on several occasions, apparently without
markedly affecting the depth or duration of cyclical re-
cessions; but in each of the few instances when the gold
standard either was abandoned in large part (as in
1862-79 or 1933-?) or was seriously in question (as in
1893-96), some of the cyclical recessions were prolonged
as serious depressions for years.

Also noteworthy is the lack of any record of a rapid
and lasting recovery from depression levels when the
Nation has been partly off gold or the gold standard has
been seriously in question.

Before attempting to suggest how the retention of or
departure from the gold standard may be related to these
developments, the fact that the gold standard is not con-
sidered a panacea for all economic ills should be empha-
sized. Serious departures from equilibrium conditions,
whether in the form of overexpansion of plant and
equipment, overspeculation in commodities or inven-
tories, or rampant speculation in real estate or in stocks,
have in the past been followed by more or less drastic
readjustments. Such readjustments usually include re-
cessions of business activity and sometimes severe de-
pressions, more or less prolonged.

Now there is much reason to believe that anyone who
thinks such readjustments can be prevented without first
preventing the distortions and maladjustments is simply
deluding himself and anyone who takes him seriously.
Certainly, there is no suggestion here that the gold stand-
ard, however helpful it may be in limiting the extent of
such maladjustments, can possibly prevent or make un-
necessary the readjustments required to restore equili-
brium.

Nevertheless, the factual evidence clearly suggests that
firm adherence to the gold standard invariably has amel-

iorated depressions. What is the precise form that such
amelioration has taken?

In the first place, careful scrutiny of the statistical
data available reveals no consistent tendency for reces-
sions to be less severe, measured by the total percentage
decline of industrial production, when the gold standard
is retained. Evidently, serious maladjustments are fol-
lowed by depressions of great depth whether on or off
the gold standard.

Second, however, the recoveries apparently are more
prompt and more rapid when the gold standard has been
adhered to. In other words, the amelioration provided
by the gold standard appears to be in the form of short-
ening the duration of depressions and expediting the re-
coveries from depression levels.

For example, if we refer only to the cyclical depres-
sions since 1900 (for which reasonably accurate
monthly data are available), we find the following:

a. In six instances, the decline in industrial produc-
tion exceeded 25 percent (1903-04, 1907-08, 1913-14,
1920-21, 1929-32, and 1937-38).

b. In four instances, when adherence to the gold
standard was not even in question, the recoveries to
levels above those of the preceding boom occurred in 13,
16, 9, and 15 months respectively.

c. In the two other instances, both during the period
since 1933, the recoveries required 43 and 26 months re-
spectively, and the latter apparently was shortened by
the huge purchases of armament by foreign nations.

Such facts do not of course prove beyond any question
of doubt that firm adherence to the gold standard tends
to shorten depressions and expedite recoveries therefrom.
But we may well ask, If the suggested relationship does
exist, how can one account for it?

During the period when business activity is receding,
after a boom during which many maladjustments had de-
veloped, it is not surprising that such serious prior mal-
adjustments should result in severe curtailment of activ-
ity. At such times, prices fall, and part of the decline
apparently is attributable to the extent of the maladjust-
ments and to unreasoning fear.

As long as individuals including business managers
have a well-known and firmly established standard to

judge by, they can estimate when unusual bargains be-
come available. Always some businesses and individ-
uals have avoided overexpansion or other unwise dissi-
pation of resources and are in a position to act when bar-
gains become available, provided they can be sure the
bargains are genuine.
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For example, a builder of residential housing who has
prudently conserved his funds instead of losing them
through unwise real-estate speculation, presumably
would be eager to start constructing new houses when-
ever the prices of materials and other costs have declined
to bargain levels. He knows from experience that there
will be buyers for the bargain houses he can offer. The
same is true in a large number, perhaps most other fields
of economic activity, but there must be a standard of
value firmly adhered to; otherwise such individuals will
lack a basis for sound economic judgments. In such
circumstances, they will hesitate to act, they will hesitate
and postpone; and while they, the usual initiators of re-
covery, thus hesitate, recovery falters and drags over
years instead of months.

Probably related to these developments is the factor
of trust in the fulfillment of contracts. When the stand-
ard of values itself is in question, or possibly even aban-
doned, men lack a sound basis for new contracts. Yet
business activity necessarily involves the initiation and
fulfillment of innumerable contracts. Any influence that
retards the making of contracts, especially those of
longer duration, inevitably must hamper the progress of
business.

Significant, perhaps, is the fact that all the attempts to
ameliorate the prolonged depression that continued after
1932 proved fruitless until the wartime boom. In no
year after 1932 until 1940 was the average number of
unemployed less than 7,700,000, and in 1939 the num-
ber of unemployed still averaged more than 9,000,000.
The evidence suggests that all the pump priming, all the
efforts to expand purchasing power through various
means, could not counterbalance the adverse effects of
departure from the standard of value and its subsequent
partial rather than complete restoration.

This explanation of how firm adherence to the gold
standard may ameliorate depressions at least "makes
sense" when one considers how men usually conduct
their business matters. Moreover, the available facts
support, if they do not prove this explanation. Cer-
tainly it is difficult to imagine any contradictory expla-
nation, any argument that aherence to the gold standard
would worsen depressions, that would seem equally rea-
sonable and equally well supported by the available data.

The Rediscount Rate
On April 13 the Board of Governors of the Federal

Reserve System approved a reduction in the rediscount
rate of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago from 1%
percent to l1/^ percent. The other Federal Reserve banks
are expected to follow with like action. The rediscount
rate was changed last early in February, when it was re-
duced from 2 to 1% percent. The effect of the reduc-
tion is expected to be largely psychological. It reaf-
firms the intention of the Federal Reserve System to con-
tinue the easy-money policy initiated in May 1953. The
rate reduction probably will have little effect on member
banks' borrowing from the Federal Reserve banks, which
is at a very low level. However, the reduction may in-
duce further reductions in rates applicable to large-
scale borrowing in the money centers.

What the Indicators Say
Both the residential and the commercial and industrial

building series decreased during March, according to our
preliminary estimate. The former decreased slightly for

the first time since November; the latter decreased some-
what more following increases in January and February,
However, both series were above their levels for March
1953 (residential building, 4 percent; commercial and
industrial building, 12 percent). The number of new
incorporations in March, after adjustment for seasonal
variations, was little changed from that of February,
Employment in nonagricultural establishments decreased
further in March for the fifth consecutive month. Freight
carloadings continued to decrease in March; retail sales
decreased after a slight recovery in February.

Steel-scrap prices (not included among the indicators)
increased for the third consecutive week during the week
ended April 6.

We expect to remove the question mark after the "up'*
classification for the current cyclical status of industrial-
stock prices. Possible changes in the cyclical status of
other indicators will be reported in the next issue of the
bulletin.

SUPPLY

Industrial Production
Steel-ingot production, scheduled at 67.3 percent of

capacity for the week ended April 17, 1954, was slightly
less than that in the preceding week and was 28 percent
less than production in the corresponding week last year.

1929 1932 1937 1938 1953 1954
Percent of Capacityt 96 23 92 32 99 67p
Weekly Cap. (million tons) 1.38 1.52 1.51 1.54 2.25 2.38
Production (million tons) 1.32 .35 1.39 .49 2.23 1.60

Automobile and truck production in the United States
and Canada during the week ended April 10, 1954, was
estimated at 157,072 vehicles, compared with a revised
total of 146,498 vehicles during the previous week.

1929 1932 1937 1938 1953 1954

Vehicles (000 omitted) t 140 43 99 61 177 157p
Electric-power production in the week ended April

10, 1954, decreased to 8,396,000,000 kilowatt-hours
from 8,463,000,000 kilowatt-hours in the previous week.

1929 1932 1937 1938 1953 1954

Billion Kilowatt-Hourst 1.70 1.47 2.22 2.05 8.00 8.40
Lumber production in the week ended April 3, 1954;

decreased. The New York Times seasonally adjusted in-
dex was 6 points below that for the preceding week and
was 6 points below that for the corresponding week last
year.

1929 1932 1937 1938 1953 1954
The New York Times Indext 142 42 84 84 120 114
tLatest weekly data; corresponding weeks of earlier years
p=preliminary

DEMAND
Department-Store Sales

Department-store sales for the week ended April 10,
1954, were 10 percent more than sales in the preceding
week and were 16 percent more than sales in the corres-
ponding week last year.

PRICES

Commodities at Wholesale
1953 1954

Apr. 15 Apr. 18 Apr. 14

269 282 284

(August 1939=100)

Spot-Market Prices
(22 basic raw materials)

Commodity Futures Prices
(Dow-Jones Daily Index)

345 382 377
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BUSINESS

Private Contracts for Engineering
Construction

The 3-month moving average of the dollar value of
private awards for engineering construction is plotted at
the third month on the accompanying chart. This aver-
age decreased 22 percent for March (a 4-week month),
as the relatively high figure for December was replaced
by the lower figure for March. The average had de-
creased 24 percent for January (a 4-week month) and
had increased 3 percent (revised) for February (a 4-
week month). The average for March was 47 percent
below that for March 1953, when the alltime high was
reached. However, the average for March was 41 per-
cent above that for March 1949 (during the previous re-
cession).

This series reached its peak in March 1953. Since
then the trend has been downward with erratic fluctua-
tions during the fourth quarter of 1953. During the
first quarter of this year the downward trend was accel-
erated, and in March the series reached its lowest level
since February 1950.

The dollar value of contract awards for private engi-
neering construction during March was $527,000,000,
compared with 8460,000,000 during February and $696,-
000,000 during March 1953. According to the Engi-
neering News-Record, the improvement occurred in priv-
ate mass housing, which increased from $231,000,000 in
February to $319,000,000 in March, and in commercial
building, which totaled $88,000,000 in March, compared
with $80,000,000 in February. Industrial building de-
creased to $104,000,000 in March from $128,000,000 in
February.

In the first 3 months of the year private engineering
construction contract awards decreased 43 percent com-
pared with those in the corresponding period last year.
Industrial building and mass housing decreased 67 per-
cent and 26 percent respectively; commercial building
increased 20 percent. The total for all categories de-
creased to $1,337,000,000 from $2,524,000,000 during
the corresponding period of last year.

According to Engineering News-Record, "March con-
tracts [for industrial building] dropped below February
and were 64 percent below 1953 volume. Mass housing
continued to climb last month. It was 14 percent over
March 1953, although for the first three months volume
is still 26 percent below the corresponding 1953 period.
Commercial awards also climbed fast in March. They
were 37 percent above last year. For the first quarter of
1954 this is the only category in the field of private con-
struction that is ahead of last year. In private unclassi-

fied work—pipelines, transmission lines, etc.—awards
continue to run well below last year. This category is
off 72 percent for the quarter."

The Engineering News-Record index of construction
costs decreased slightly during March to the level of
early 1954. The March figure was 5 percent above that
of March 1953 and 20 percent above that of June 1950.

The 3-month moving average, indicating relative
changes in physical volume of construction contracts, in-
creased 3 percent (revised) during February and de-
creased 22 percent during March to the lowest level since
January 1950.1 The figure for March was 50 percent
below that of March 1953 but was 9 percent above that
of March 1949 (4 months after the start of the previous
recession).

Private Engineering construction contract awards for
April (a 5-week month) are expected to be somewhat
greater than those for any of the first 3 months. Thus
the relatively low figure for January will be replaced by
a somewhat higher figure for April in computation of
our 3-month moving average for April. Consequently
our series is expected to recover somewhat in the imme-
diate future. However, there is a strong possibility that
the recovery may be only seasonal.

Manufacturers' Orders, Sales, and
Inventories

The seasonally adjusted dollar value of manufacturers'
new orders increased 5 percent during February, accord-
ing to our revised data, to $21,800,000,000 (the revised
figure for January was $20,800,000,000). This increase
was larger than that for any month in 1953. The Feb-
ruary figure was approximately 16 percent below the
1953 high reached during May, and about 11 percent
below the figure for February 1953, and about 24 per-
cent below the record total reached in January 1951.

The seasonally adjusted dollar value of new orders
for durable goods (one of the eight "leading" statistical
indicators of business-cycle changes picked by the
National Bureau of Economic Research) increased
slightly more than 10 percent during February but re-
mained about 23 percent below that of February 1953.
The increase in new orders for durable goods during
February accounted for almost the entire gain in manu-
facturers' new orders for the month. The seasonally ad-
justed dollar value of new orders for nondurable goods
increased less than 1 percent during February.

The seasonally adjusted dollar value of manufacturers*
sales, which, according to our revised figure, decreased

1This series, labeled "physical volume" on the accompanying
chart, is calculated by dividing the dollar value of contract awards
by the Engineering News-Record construction-cost index.
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nearly 1 percent during January, decreased slightly more
than 1 percent during February to $23,600,000,000. The
figure for February was nearly 11 percent less than that
for April or July 1953, in which months manufacturers'
sales reached their alltime high. The decrease in manu-
facturers' sales during February was concentrated in the
durable-goods industries.

Unfilled orders (not adjusted for seasonal variations),
which have been decreasing since their alltime high was
reached in September 1952, decreased another 3 percent
during February from our revised January figure. The
reduction in unfilled orders during February was entirely
attributable to the decrease in unfilled orders for dur-
able goods. Of course, this decrease would have been
greater had not new orders for durable goods increased
during the month.

The seasonally adjusted dollar value of manufactur-
ers' inventories, which have been decreasing since Sep-
tember 1953, decreased again in February. The Feb-
ruary reduction was less than 1 percent. The decline in
the level of inventories during February was entirely the
result of smaller inventories in the durable-goods indus-
tries.

The ratio of manufacturers' inventories to sales, which
has followed an upward trend since April 1953, in-
creased slightly in February from our revised ratio for
January. The February ratio was nearly 8 percent above
that of a year earlier. It was about 2 percent below that
for December 1951, when the alltime high was reached;
but it exceeded by about 8 percent that for May 1949,
when the ratio reached its peak for the 1949 recession.

Although the February increase in new orders for dur-
able goods does not prove that the downward trend has
been reversed, such a change is a possibility, at least.
Further increases in this series would have favorable im-
plications for business generally.

i Industrial Productivity
Our index of industrial productivity shown in the

accompanying chart increased 2 percent during 1953,
compared with 4 percent during 1952.2 The level of the
index for 1953 was 34 percent above that for 1946, the
first postwar year, and 20 percent above that for 1940,
the last prewar year.

The index reflects output per man-hour and is a ratio
derived by dividing our seasonally adjusted index of in-
dustrial production by the Federal Reserve Board's sea-
sonally adjusted index of industrial employment (which

2The 1952 increase is accounted for largely by revisions of the
Federal Reserve Board index of industrial production published in
December 1953. Recent revisions in our own and the Federal
Reserve Board's index of industrial production place the produc-
tivity index at a slightly higher level on the chart for 1943 and
subsequent years.

also is adjusted for variations in the length of the work-
week in order to allow for changes in the hours worked).
Only annual averages of monthly ratios are plotted on
the chart because month-to-month changes are relatively
insignificant.

The chart shows that during the period for which data
are available the most rapid increase in productivity oc-
curred in the years 1919 through 1929, when the annual
average rate of increase was 5 percent. From 1930
through 1940, when business activity generally was de-
pressed, the average annual rate of increase decreased to
2.5 percent.

During World War II, from 1940 through 1943, the
index of productivity decreased 27 percent to the level
prevailing in 1926-27. This decrease in productivity
was attributable largely to dislocations and maladjust-
ments resulting from the rapid shift from a peacetime to
a wartime economy. Increased use of relatively ineffi-
cient equipment, sharply higher rates of labor turnover,
and the employment of less experienced workers were
important factors reducing productivity.

The indicated recovery of productivity from the low
levels of the war period has been relatively rapid. The
higher rate of gain in productivity has continued
throughout the postwar period except in 1951, when the
Nation's economy was affected by the shift to increased
armament production.

After the war, the return to production of civilian
goods facilitated gains in productivity as striking as the
decrease during the war years. By 1952-53 the appar-
ent long-term trend established in the prewar years was
approximated. Consequently, a continuation of the
extremely rapid gains of the postwar years does not
seem probable in the foreseeable future.

Perhaps the most significant single development from
the viewpoint of future gains in productivity is the auto-
mation of many manufacturing processes. Possibly the
day is not far distant when the combination of automa-
tion in the factory and electronic "brains" and controls
in the industrial offices will have effected a second indus-
trial revolution.

In the meantime, unless the present recession develops
into a severe depression, we assume that productivity
will increase substantially this year. Production vir-
tually at capacity with much overtime involved, as was
the situation during part of 1953, ordinarily is less effi-
cient than production at a somewhat lower rate. With
the presumably more productive new plant constructed
on such a large scale in the past few years and a labor
force from which the least efficient have been shifted to
the unemployment rolls, productivity in 1954 may move
above the apparent long-term trend.
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